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About This Game

A TIDAL WAVE OF FUN!

Get ready to jump in the water as you run the most exciting and wild marine park ever in the latest and greatest sea-life
simulation!

Control every aspect of your marine park, from caring, feeding and cleaning your animals to hiring and firing employees. Grant
your visitors the thrill of a lifetime as you provide fun-filled attractions, rides and shows for them to whet their appetite while

they explore your sea-life wonderland.

Featuring a free-form game where you set the rules, and a challenging non-linear scenario mode where you can test your skills at
becoming next great saltwater specialist, the fun and varied gameplay in Marine Park will not leave gamers out to dry.

Maintain your checkbook balances afloat, keep your denizens of the deep delighted and the visitors flowing in your park. Then
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dive in for wave after wave of aquatic fun!

Awash with Realism
Immerse yourself in a fantastic 3D world filled with creatures from the uncharted waters of the sea. From Otters to Orcas,

Octopus to Oarfish, Marine Park is overflowing with 28 unique species of marine animals big and small that you can add to
your ultimate marine park. Inundate your senses with the spectacular 3d graphics and sound and realistic, lifelike animations.

A Flood of Unique Items
Go overboard in your marine park designs with over 150 structures, facilities and items to decorate your park and entertain your
visitors with. Build wet-and-wild rides and unique attractions that your visitors can enjoy as they have a rip-roaring time in your

marine park. Only your imagination stands in the way of creating the most exciting park for all to see!

Fun for Sea Dogs and Landlubbers Alike
Now land and marine animals go paw-in-flipper! Marine Park gives you a whopping 60 animals and over 450 unique building

and decoration items to toy with as you build not only the best zoo or marine park, but a wildlife menagerie like no other!

Come on in – the water's fine!
With a completely flexible camera, including third- and first-person perspectives, dive in with your animals and experience the

world of marine life from a completely different perspective.

Hit the Deck Running
A new, streamlined interface that is user-friendly, task-oriented and context-sensitive allows you to model exhibits and create

your marine park with the greatest of ease and the minimum of fuss.

Learn the Ropes as You Go Along
Six intuitive and interactive tutorials let you get your feet wet in no time. Learn about the sea creatures, their habitats and

behaviors through the animal fun facts as you create the marine park of your dreams. When you are ready, embark on your own
unique underwater quest by completing all 21 challenging scenarios, or experiment with the free-form game where you set the

rules!
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Title: Marine Park Empire
Genre: Casual, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Enlight Software Limited
Publisher:
Retroism, Enlight Software Limited
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2004

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7

Processor: 1.0 GHz Processor

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 100% DirectX compatible graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX compatible card or onboard sound

English
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Played as a child, just got it today. Loving it. Only cons are that the camera is hard to get the hang of and that it can be
confusing in finding items.. This game was my childhood! the reason I got 100 in science! It was so underated, that I got this
game along with a purchase of Koko Krunch Cereal!. Second best zoo game i know ^^. I used to play this game a lot when I was
10-13, I still remember that I had it from a box of cereals that my parents baught. Now years later I tried to see if the game is on
steam too and, guess what, we're here for this :)
I'm currently 18 but still enjoy a lot this since it's a sandbox (you can literally shape the ground like is a piece of play-doh) and a
strategic game at the same time. You need to adjust ticket prices, advertise your zoo on different platforms, make your animals
become mascots and advertise them on tv, hire personal and adjust their salary, invest in research, care about the animals (or
just put all them together and see who survives) and the visitors. You can even create little roller coasters but pay attention:
visitors always have to complain about how you built it! Sometimes I want to put them in the same cage with lions!!

One big advice I have for you, if you're thinking to buy "zoo empire", just buy "marine park empire" because has all the stuff
from "zoo empire" and also the new marine park stuff.. Honestly.. Just get Zoo Tycoon 2.

I don't even think Nostalgia could save this one. Menus are impossible to navigate, the whole game is a disaster to play. If I've
ever seen somehing that hasn't stood the test of time, it's this. I bought this on sale but I really wish that I didn't.. Game
immediately crashes at startup. Can't even play it. Using Windows 7. If you look in discussions other users experienced the same
(APPCRASH) and there does not seem to be a solution. Unfortunate, seems like would be fun.. I just bought my childhood...luv
it. Good game, it may not be as great as Zoo Tycoon 2, but it's awesome. I like making enclosures full of nothing but giant
squids.
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A great tycoon game and a very welcome addition to steam.. I received this as a gift nesquik back in 2009.
I CANT BELIEVE that steam has this game!
I bought it, I really want to find and the other games that nesquik gave out with!
The game, is amazing the graphics are old with our new standards but you have a lot of things to do, a relaxing game and a game
that some people lost by the years!. it wouldnt load up properly
. I got this game out of a cereal box many, many years ago. By today's standards, this game
is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665but it was THE\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665back then.

It was also how I discovered my inner sociopath. Animal battle royale within enclosures that get smaller every minute (take that,
PUBG!). Putting unruly visitors together with lions, tigers and bears, oh my!

So imagine the look on my face when I found this game on Steam.. Good game, played it on CD when I was younger and was
excited to find it on Steam a while back. The only problems I have are that the graphics are still like they used to be, and that
workers are still prone to bugging out just like they were on the CD game.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=c-dFj0d8AUk

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ynskQjfUCAU. I was so happy to find this game on Steam. I first purchased it years ago
in a game store and it became one of my favorite tycoon games. I'm briefly going to go over some pros and cons.

Pros:

HUGE variety of animals to choose from, both aquatic and terrestrial. You could choose to have a zoo, aquarium, or a
combination of the two. Some are available right away, some you have to research in game (you can set how many, if any at all,
animals you must unlock by research in freeform mode.) Others are unlocked by completing bonus objectives in the campaign.

Autosave feature

Tutorial, scenarios, and freeform modes

It has a little bit of amusement park tycoon in it. You have a skytrain and a boat ride that you can design however you want. A
nice little addition to the game.

You can assign specific zookeepers\/marine specialists to specific exhibits, which helps make sure all the animals get the care
they need without too much micromanaging.

Finances are easy to manage with various charts and graphs illustrating trends, profits, and expenses. In a pinch and need more
money? Grab a loan and pay it back when you can.

Customers and animals are very specific in what they want and need. If someone is unhappy, it's easy to find out why.

Game can be paused or set to one of four different speeds.

The game runs very smoothly on poor graphics cards. On my machine that has one of the worst graphics cards on the market, I
experience absolutely no lag. (someone with low RAM or a small hard drive may have trouble, but I'm not sure)

Cons

The graphics are outdated, undetailed, and kind of creepy (the people don't have eyelids). The animal models are decent at least.

The terraformer feature needs some work. Freshwater can only be added at the default level, so if you're using hilly terrain and
your exhibits are higher or lower, no fresh water for your terrestrial animals. (Salt water can be added at any level) You can get
around this with a water dish, but the animals prefer the stuff they can splash around in. It sounds annoying, but it really isn't big
deal except in some of the scenarios which is easily fixed by leveling everything out.

Some customers will always complain about availability of food and cleanliness of the zoo. You have to learn to accept it, or it
gets very annoying. You can keep complaints to a minimum and have a great satisfaction rating in spite of this.
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This is the big one for me. Marine specialists do a poor job of keeping the aquatic animals fed, and the animals starve to death
as a result. Also, when marine species get ill, it seems impossible to treat them for a similar reason. The marine specialists don't
administer the medication, even when the animals are placed in an isolation tank. It's for these reasons that I normally don't
bother with species that are 100% aquatic. I'm going to experiment a bit and see if there's something I can do to compensate for
this issue, and I'll update if I find anything that helps.
______________________________________

For the price, I definitely recommend this game to anyone who enjoys zoo tycoon games.. It's My Childhood game. I have some
nostalgia surrounding this game, but I still recommend it as it is a cute and fun game. Although I refer to it as a "Cheap, knock-
off Zoo Tycoon" I find myself playing for hours.
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